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Abstract

The up-to-day Russian consept of HTGR technology development is presented in paper. At
present it reduces to the following:

- the modular HTGR measured up to modern safety requirements with pebble bed core and
spherical fuel elements of up to 200 MW thermal power have being developed for production of
process heat;

- for electricity production with maximal efficiency through gas turbine cycle the plant design
with modular HTGR containing prismatic block annular core has being carried out.

Conceptual design of GT-MHR reactor plant of 600 MW thermal, developing with
GENERAL ATOMICS cooperation is the base of Russia activity in HTGR technology in current
time.

The main characteristic properties of GT-MHR are presented in this paper. It is assumes that
reactor construction should be oriented as well to a core with weapon-grade plutonium as to a core
with lowenriched ( up to 20%) uranium to use in reactor plant for commercial electricity production.
The design and construction cost evaluations for plant consisting of 4 modulars are shown, the
schedule of demonstration reactor realization is presented as well. In paper the following key R&D
problems, wich may be resolved by the best way on the base of international cooperation are
presented:

- works associated with refine of fuel fabrication technology and its irradiation examination up
to deep bumup (up to 70% fima);

- running tests of the fabrication technology for graphite blocks of necessary dimentions;

- studies of vessel material mechanical properties under the temperature up to 500 °C and
large-scale vessels production;

- tests of the core and reactor components in critical test facilities including studies of control
rods effectiveness and reactivity temperature effects, investigation of uniformity of helium mixing at
the core outlet and fuel col urns stability;

- tests of turbine system separate parts including electromagnetic bearings as well as combined
tests of full-scall turbine system in the test facility;

-tests of a "hot" gas line and traveling seals to reduce helium bypass leakage inside the power
conversion loop , et. so.
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1. STRATEGY OF HTGR UTILIZATION

During more than 30-years of HTGR development in Russia the considerable
experience has been accumulated. The cooperation betweeen various organization and
institutes, sufficient number of facilities for testing of HTGR equipment, irradiation of fuel,
graphite and structure materials were created.

However, in the last years, the activities associated with the development of HTGR
projects in Russia was sharply reduced due to economic reasons..

Nevertheless, there is weigty background for the statement that HTGR should play
significant role in nuclear energetics in Russia. The objective need for HTGR is clearly
defined by their unique potential: firstly - of high temperature level of coolant (up to
1000 °C), secondly - of safety properties allowed to allocate the plants with HTGR directly
with consumer of high temperature heat and electricity.

that:
The task is efficiently to use this advantages of HTGR. There are following ways for

(1) The production of high temperature heat for verious industrial processes. Basic
consumption of heat in industry falls at temperature up to 550-600 °C. This level can be
provided by HTGRs with outlet helium temperature of 750 °C. Almost all oil refineries and
plants for production of petrol and diesel fuel from coal can be served by HTGR with such a
level of temperature. This allows to save only for the oil refineries about 15 % of the oil
processed.

It should lay emphasis of attention .on additional unique features of HTGR, namely
capability of module concept of HTGRs to provide passive removal of residual heat through
the reactor vessel surface by natural processes (convection, conductivity, radiation). Unlike of
other types of reactors the residual heat is removed not only under loss of flow but if the
coolant escaped from primary circuit. The maximum fuel temperature doesn't exceed
design basis limit of 1600 C in any accidents if nominal power of reactor with pebble bed
core is about 200 MW and about 600 MW with prismatic blocks core reactor.

TABLE 1. THE-MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF REACTORS

Parameter Magnitude
VGM VGMP

Thermal power, MW
Helium temperature, °C
reactor inlet
reactor outlet
Helium flow rate, kg/s
Helium pressure, MPa
Number of loops
Core diameter/height, m
Average power density, MW/m
Fuel enrichment for U-235, %
Average burnup, GWday/t

200

300
750-900
59...85

5

215

300
750

-91,5
6

1 main and 1 auxiliary
3,0/9,4

3,0 3,2
10

76,0 90,0
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1 - reactor
2 - pressure vessels unit
3 - intermediate heat exchanger
4 - steam generator
5 - gas circulator
6 - surfase cooling system

7 - fuel circulation system
8 - small absorber balls system
9 - helium purification system
10- relief valve
11- steam - turbine plant

FIG. J. VGM reactor plant.
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"^ Intermediate
«_ circuit helium
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1 - reactor core
2 - vessels block
3 - core protective housing
4 - intermediate heat exchanger
5 - main gas blower with a cut-off valve
6 - relief valve
7 - heljum purification system

j

8 - fuel circulation system
9 - small absorber balls system
10- fuel element discharge facility
11-CPS rod drive
12- loading volume of SABS

13- emergency cooldown system
14- localized valve

FIG. 2. VGM-P schematic diagram.
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The possibility of core meltdown and its relocation in competely excluded taking into
account very high temperature of graphite sublimation.

VGM project [1] with pebble bed core reactor of 200 MW aimed at combined
production of process of heat and electricity. VGMP project [2] with reactor of 215 MW
was completely orientated towards production of heat and designed for a standard of oil-
refinery plant with accounting of user's requirements.

Table 1 shows the main characteristics of these reactors. Fig. 1,2 show the schematic
diagrams of these reactor plants.

(2) The second way is use of HTGR's only for electricity production. It is to be noted
however, that connection of HTGR with conventional steam-water cycle doesn't correspond
to their capabilities and can't provide competitiveness of HTGRs with the other energy
sources. Realization of HTGR advantages should look for a combination of HTGRs with new
technologies.

Usage of gas-turbine cycle in HTGR, which development was began recently allows to
reach a net thermal conversion efficiency up to 48-50 %. This in combination with very deep
burnup of fuel and unique level of safety opens the new prospects for HTGR as electricity
producer.

Thus, at present the strategy of HTGR utilization has formed, namely:

- for production of only process heat, using modular type of HTGR with thermal power
of about 200 MW and pebble bed core;

- for electricity production through gas turbine cycle using modular type of HTGR with
thermal power of about 600 MW and a core formed from prismatic blocks.

This strategy is assumed to more completely demonstrate the advantages of this type of
reactors.

2. THE DESIGN OF HIGH TEMPERATURE HELIUM REACTOR WITH A GAS
TURBINE (GT-MHR)

HTGR has a unique ability on reaching overhigh fuel burnup (up to 800 GWday/t in
comparison with 150 GWday/t in sodium reactors and 60 -70 GWday/t in VVER) and has a
posibility of 90 % bumup of initial fission material. This capacity allows to use of HTGRs for
involving of weapon grade plutonium (WGPu) to energy production with subsequent
disposition of spent fuel without additional reprocessing.

To realization of this unique property MINATOM (Russian Federation Ministry for
Atomic Energy) and leading American firm General Atomics (GA) in February 1995 have
written the agreement on joint development of HTGR with direct gas turbine cycle and began
to finance the conceptual desing of GT-MHR. FRAMATOM has recently joined this
cooperation program.

Russian GT-MHR desing is based on GA reactor concept [3]. GT-MHR plant is a
coupling of passively safe modular reactor with helium coolant with up-to-date technology
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1 - reactor core
2 - core outlet plenum
3 - intercooler
4 - pfesooler

5 - compressor
6 - turbine
7 - recuperator
8 - generator
9 - core inlet plenum

FIG. 3. GT-iWHR reactor arrangement.
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Permanent side reflector

Outer replaceable reflector

Coolant channels

Seismic restraint keys

Inner replaceable reflector

Core barrel

Reserve shutdown system channels (18)

Startup control rods (12)

Operating control rods (36)

Active core
102 columns 10 blocks high

Boronated pins

FIG. 4. Reactor system cross section through the core.

developments: compact highly-effective heat exchangers, high-strength high temperature steel
alloy vessels.

The works on fuel technology are the most important part of conceptual design. They
include the production of test samples of plutonium fuel, and development and justification of
requirements to industrial facility on the fuel from weapon grade plutonium production. In the
future the GT-MHR project will be destined for commercial electricity production and for
sale to third countries. In reactor for this needs the low-enriched up to 20 % UO2 will use as a
fuel in coated particles.

Fig.3 presents the general view of reactor plant (RP). The main components of RP are
placed in three steel vessels: reactor vessel, vessel of power conversion system and a cross
vessel. All three vessels are located in underground silo. The characterictics of this
contaiment are typical of the contaiments used in current LWR designs. The reactor vessel
houses the annular core, core support, control rod drives, heat exchanger and gas circulator of
the auxiliary loop. There are the penetrations for fuel reloading as well. The reactor vessel is
surrounded by a reactor cavity cooling system, which provides totally passive decay heat
removal in any possible accidents included beyond design accidents.

• The reactor core (Fig.4) contains hexagonal graphite fuel blocks (with width of 360 mm
and height of 800 mm), arranged on 10 in each of 102 columns. In fuel blocks 3191 thousant
fuel compacts are placed in the core. The fuel compact of 12,6 mm in diameter and of
50 mm height consists of graphite matrix with uniformly distributed maltilaied coated
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particles on the basis of pyrocarbon and silicon carbied (PyC-SiC-PyC). For reactor shutdown
and control of reactivity there are two systems: control rods system and system containing
small absorber balls.

A specific feature of the core is the using of the Er2Oi - based poisoning absorber,
which is pressed together with the graphite forming cylinder rods similar to fuel compacts.
Erbium in the reactor with weapon grade plutonium serves a double purpose: it not only
provides compensation of the initial reactivity excess, but it also ensures the negative
temperature coefficient of reactivity. It contains ~ 23 % Er-167, the only one of the known
poisoning absorbers having a strongly pronounced resonance ( > 1000 bam ) near 0,5 ev. The
presence of this element is essential for obtaining the negative temperature reactivity
coefficient when the temperature rises.

There is a graphite reflector inside and outside of the core. The layers of reflector
adjacent to the core can be replaced during reactor operation.

The vessel of power convertion system houses turbogenerator (turbine and compressor
with one stage of generator cooling) and heatexchanging equipments (recuperator, intercooler
and precooler). The generator is placed in separate box and strongly connected with
turbocompressor through the coupling. The generator and compressor are rotaited directly by
turbine.

The magnetic bearings (three radial and one rested) are used in turbogenerator. Safed
mechanical bearings are provided as well.

The hot gas duct to supply of hot helium from reactor to turbine is arranged in a cross
vessel. The schematic flow diagram of GT-MHR is shown in Fig.5.

The direct Brayton cycle in GT-MHR is being carried out in following way:

-the helium coolant is being twice pressed in compressor and in intercooler;

-prilimary of helium heating up (before reactor input) is taking place in recuperator
which uses of helium energy after turbine;

- in reactor helium is being heated up to 850 °C;

- the hot helium of high pressure then is being expanded in turbine which moves the
compressor and generator;

- the helium of low pressure goes to recuperator where the helium of high pressure
(after compressor) is heated up to 490 °C and goes to the core input;

- the excess of heat is removed in precooler with return water circuit.

The main characteristics of GT-MHR for Pu consumption are shown in Table 2. It
should be noticed that the GT-MHR has sufficient less impact on the environment (less
thermal release and less need in water).
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\ Cooling tower

Heat exchanger of intermediate Circulator of return
water circuit water circuit

Av
Circulator of intermediate
water circuit

Intercooler

1 ! ; High
pressure compressor

Low pressure compressor

Precooler

FIG 5. Schematic flow diagram ofGT-MHR gas turbine cycle
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TABLE 2. THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF GT-MHR FOR Pu CONSUMPTION

Parameter Value
Reactor power (thermal), MW 550-600
Turbine inlet temperature, °C 850

Reactor inlet temperature, °C 490

Compressor inlet temperature, C 26

Turbine inlet pressure, MPa 7,02

Plant efficiency, % net 47-48
Core diameter inside/outside, m 2,96/4,84
Core height, m 8
Outside radial reflector diameter, m 7
Fresh WGPu loading, kg 750
Content of Pu-239 in WGPu, % 94
Distraction level of Pu-239,% 90
Amount of loaded WGPu, kg/year 250
Average bumup, MWdays/kg 650
Amount of WGPu involved in fuel cycle during 60
years one reactor service life,t 15
Reactor vessel overall dimensions:
diameter inside/outside, m 7,3/7,8
height, m 26
Amount of radioactive wastes per 1 MW(e) lower by 33 % than in VVER
Amount of heat releases into the environment per 1 lower by 50 % than in VVER
MW(e)
Electricity cost (estimated for commercial NNP) lower by 20 % than for advanced

VVER

3. THE KEY RaD PROBLEMS FOR DESIGN REALIZATION

The GT-MHR project general schedule is shown in Fig.6. To support developments and
license of GT-MHR the following major development tasks will be completed:

(1) Works associated with fuel assembly design and fabrication technology for fuel
particles, fuel compacts and fuel blocks. Fuel irradiation in reseach reactors. The fulfilment of
RaD on fuel on the base of WGPu and industrial facility creation will extend over 6-7 years.

(2) Running tests of the fabrication technology for graphite blocks of necessary
dimentions for fuel blocks, reflector blocks, tests of graphite samples including irradiation in
research reactors will need the same duration.

(3) Test of the core and reactor components in critical test facilities including studies of
control rods effectiveness reactivity temperature effects will need about 3 years. As well as
investigation of uniformity of helium mixing at the core outlet and fuel columns stability.
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TC - turbocompressor
TM - turbomachine
G - generator
FST - full-scale tests
PSSAR - preliminary standard safety analysis repon
FSSAR - final standard safety analysis repon
RV - reactor vessel
PCSV - power conversion system vessel
PEIS - preliminary environmental impact statement
F.EIS - final environmental impact statement
F.F.F. - ruel fabrication facility

FIG. 6. GT-MHR project general schedule
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1 - reactor building
2 - interim spent storage location
3 - power module cooling auxilary

systems equipment
4 - power supply equipment building
5 - reactor service building
6 - radioactive waste management building
7 - personnel service building
8 - operations center
9 - remote shutdown building
10- cask washdown bay
11-firepumphouse

12- helium storage structure
13- parking
14-NI warehouse

15- on-site spent fuel storage area
16- parking
17- demineralized water tank
18- auxilary boiler area

19- standby power system
20- fuel oil storage tank
21 - turbomachinery maintenance facility

22- switchyard
23- cooling tower

FIG. 7. Plant arrangement.
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(4) Test of turbine system separate parts including magnetic bearings as well as
combined tests of a turbine system in the test facility including aerodynamic and thermal-
mechanical tests of heat-exchanger equipment models and test of a "hot" gas line and
traveling seals to reduce helium bypass leakages inside the power conversion loop will extend
the duration of 4 years.

(5) Studies of vessel material mechanical properties under the temperature up to
500 °C, licensing of technology and large-scale vessels production will need the duration of
5-6 years.

Taking into account of up-to-day state of named above technologies in Russia, design
development and necessary RaD fulfilment are planed during 4-5 years (without extended
irradiation test of fuel and fullscale tests of turbomachine). The named problems may be
resolved by the best way on the base of international cooperation.

The cost estimations completed in this year are shown that the cost of design
development and necessary RaD fulfilment consists of ~ US $275 M.

The general plant arrangement containing four reactor blocks is shown in Fig.7. For
design and construction of the first reactor block the duration of 8,5 years was taken, each
following block will startup in every half year after the first unit. The expenditures for
4 block reactor plant will consist of ~ US $960 M Specific cost of electricity will be

/kW.h.

4. CONCLUSION

The strategy of HTGRs utilization in Russia up-to-day is following: the modular
HTGR with pebble bed core with thermal power of 215 MW - for production of process heat;
for electricity production with maximal efficiency through gas turbine cycle will use modular
HTGR with prismatic block core. For this purpose a feasibility study of VGMP reactor has
been performed and conceptual design of GT-MHR is under way.

The conceptual design of GT-MHR with gas-turbine cycle is the main trend of Russia
activity in HTGR field. The leading organization of Russia : RRC Kurchatov Institute, SIA
Lutch, ARSRIIM, OKBM, etc. are involved in this work.

To complete all RaD works in planned duration the all scientific and technical reasons
are having place. The problems associated with GT-MHR design could be solved mostly
effective on the basis of international cooperation.
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